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How to keep your secrets

To which extent do you entrust secrets to applications? Do you trust your applications to keep such secrets? What are the criteria for an application to deserve your trust and how can you enforce them?

In this talk, I will advertise a property-centric approach to software security. Property-centric security complements the mechanism-centric security tradition by providing precise criteria for satisfactory IT-security and reliable analysis techniques for certifying that these criteria are met. I will illustrate this approach at Cassandra, our framework for certifying information flow security of Android applications. Cassandra is a prototypical app store that supports the certification of user-defined security policies. Based on a static information-flow analysis, Cassandra informs a user about the leaks of private data that running an app might cause such that the user can make an informed decision whether to install an app or not. I will conclude with a discussion of selected research challenges.
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